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ABSTRACT:   
 
These days, we survive in large interrelated globe which produces a huge information every  day, starting from the 

logging files of the users of social networks, search engines, e-mail clients to machine  generated data as from the 

real-time monitoring of sensor networks for dams or bridges, and various vehicles such as airplanes, cars or ships. 

It also comprises private, skilled, communal data and so on. Artificial intelligent as well as inter connection direct 

to an unpredicted expansion of information. The Web is an input retriever for an information development. The 

web produced information previously go beyond the presented storage space. As 2011 concern in a region 

recognized as a big data that has been enlarged aggressively. Since the rising exploit of a big data as well as 

increasing capacity of big data, therefore protection of big data is measured critical. This complexity rotates into 

an unease to compact when believing that the data id uploading on to the cloud storage. In this paper we have 

proposed two different symmetric encryption algorithms such as AES and SERPENT to handle the big data on the 

cloud storage space with safe data access.  Also we have proposed a new policy update method which helps to 

capable data access control in the dynamic policy update for big data in the cloud storage. In this, same input key 

is utilized for the both encryption and decryption operation. Here two types of files are handling as an input such 

as Text file and image file for encryption and decryption. In experimental result, result of both algorithms is shown 

with the help of graphs with two different parameters such as Time and Number of files. We have also shown the 

comparative analysis of both algorithms that shows AES encryption algorithm gives superior performance than 

the serpent encryption algorithm.  
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[1]. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing system is an novel scheme in a computer organization that are offered animatedly through 

web that draw significant concentration plus curiosity from equally academic circles as well as business. 

Still, it has three different objections that have to be hold prior to submit in to our actual world. Initial 

objection, information privacy must be assured. When perceptive data is accumulated in cloud storage 

servers, that is absent of clients power, threats must increase severely. The storage servers may unlawfully 
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examine clients’ information plus approach insightful data. Additionally, illegal clients might too capable 

to interrupt individuals’ information. Second objection, private data is in danger as individuals’ 

characteristics are valid as per his record. The isolation privacy is extremely significant. If possible, some 

power or server unaided must not identify some user’s private data, third objection is the cloud data storage 

must be flexible in the term of protection violation in that various piece of the computing system is 

cooperated by enemies. As, different methods have been projected plus utilized to deal with the aforesaid 

troubles. User characteristics based encryption algorithm was the first established by Shamir. In the type 

of algorithm, the sender of a data might state characteristics which is simply a recipient among the similar 

characteristics can be decrypted in coded format which is dissimilar from the Public key Encryption 

algorithm, in this data coded converter doesn’t require to give any additional key to un-coded converter for 

every cipher data. In this algorithm, the confidential key, that holds the characteristics of the owner, which 

is spread to each client simply when client bonds the cloud system [1]. Cloud computing system permits 

information holders to utilize huge information storage space plus enormous calculation capacities at an 

extremely small cost. Although the profit, information deploying divest information holders of straight 

power above their deployed information. To improve fears, information holders must code their 

information prior to deploying to the cloud storage. On the other hand, data conversion might delay several 

functional schemes like exploring above the deployed converted data whereas imposing a contact power 

procedure. Additionally, it is ordinary to deploy the explore processes to their cloud storage, as maintaining 

the deployed information confidential. It is a requirement to permit the information clients to confirm ether 

the cloud storage loyally performs the explore processes or else not. To the best understanding is offered 

an explanation doesn’t getting these aims all together [2]. 

Encryption method is the cryptographic primordial that offers privacy to the web message transformation. 

The open or public key encryption algorithm gives a great method for defending the privacy of accumulated 

as well as conveyed data. Attribute based encryption algorithm has famous benefits above the established 

public key encryption algorithm that might be illustrated through the truth that the bendable one-to-many 

more encryption method will take the position of one-to-one encryption method. This method offers a 

dominant process to get equally information protection as well as elegant retrieval manages [3]. For the 

cloud system storage space, privacy and retrieval power are the peak protection fears. Usually cryptography 

method is the best explanation. Through symmetric ciphers method, information will get coded as well as 

un-coded via the similar keys. When a set of clients distribute the similar information, then the key 

organization will turn into a cruel problem. This is relatively ordinary in several huge associations. By 

asymmetric ciphers method, every client must have individual unrestricted or else personal key couples. 

The identical common information will have various dissimilar coded editions in the cloud storage. This 

policy will acquire distended cloud storage space among the serious idleness plus replica will come as a 
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cruel problem. Cipher text strategy Attribute based Encryption method has defeats the aforesaid problems 

plus offers elegant retrieval power and replica characteristics. Cipher text policy attribute stands encryption 

has turn into a probable explanation to cloud storage space. Still, large difficulty has not been permitted 

from individual who is extensively accepted. Cipher text policy attribute stands encryption scheme is used 

to parallelize seaport it to multiple processor construction equipment [4].  A limitation of the real deployed 

attribute stands encryption method is nothing but the accuracy of the cloud storage conversion notable 

confirmed by the client. Also an end client might be embittered into admitting an incorrect or else unkindly 

altered outcome. A protection representation of attribute stands method among the demonstrable deployed 

un-coded via initiating confirmation key in outcome of the coded method. Then, it transfers some attribute 

stands encryption method through the deployed un-coded into an attribute stands encryption method among 

the confirmable deployed un-coded. Confirmable deployed attribute stands encryption method not raises 

the clients plus the cloud storage calculation rates apart from the several non-central processes or increases 

the coded data dimension except for counting a hash cost. [5]. Coded data strategy Attribute stands 

Encryption method is observed as a best proper skills for information retrieval power in cloud storage 

space, since it offers information holders additional straight power on retrieval strategies. On the other 

hand, it is complex to openly relate offered attribute stands methods to information retrieval power for 

cloud storage spaces since the attribute reoccupation difficulty. An open, capable as well as unstable 

information retrieval power method for multiple ability cloud storage spaces, as there are numerous powers 

with every power is capable to concern characteristics separately. An unpredictable multiple power Coded 

data strategy Attribute stands Encryption method, and concern it as the essential procedures to plan the 

information retrieval power method [6]. A capable text file chain of command characteristic stands coded 

method is projected in cloud computing system. The covered retrieval frameworks are incorporated into a 

particular retrieval framework, and afterward the hierarchical text files are coded through the incorporated 

retrieval framework. The coded data mechanism that associated to the characteristics might be distributed 

through the data. Thus, equally coded data storage space plus instant charge of coded data are accumulated 

[7]. Hierarchical characteristic group encryption method via expanding coded data strategy characteristic 

group encryption method through a hierarchical framework of clients. This method is not just accomplishes 

flexibility suitable to their hierarchical framework, also succeed to give plus elegant retrieval power in 

sustaining mix characteristics of coded data strategy characteristic group encryption method. Additionally, 

it utilizes numerous charge experiments for retrieval termination instant to compact by client reoccupation 

that is further resourcefully than the offered methods [8]. Serpent symmetric encryption algorithm is best 

of the five AES finalists. A different cryptography assessment of Serpent encryption algorithm that is up 

to eight stages with 256-key bits using 214 six stages dissimilar distinctiveness [9]. The established coded 
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data strategy characteristic is based on encryption algorithm and also stands on the complexity of 

partitioning homomorphic data coded algorithm that joint to achieve a inspect coded data strategy 

characteristic that based on the encryption regain power design [10]. A multiple power method that can 

resolve the faith concerns, characteristic revocation problem, as well as organization breakdowns. While 

various multiple power coded data characteristic based on the encryption methods have been projected as 

well as resolved the faith difficulty to several point but not succeed to offer capable characteristic 

revocation plus clarification for system breakdown [11]. 

In this paper we have proposed two symmetric encryption algorithms such as AES and Serpent to manage 

the big data on the cloud storage with secure data access.  Also we have proposed a new policy update 

method which helps to capable data access control in the dynamic policy update for big data in the cloud 

storage. In this, we have utilized same input key for the both data encryption and data decryption. Here we 

have handled two types of files as an input such as Text file and image file for encryption and decryption. 

At the end we have done experimental practice that shows the result of both algorithms with the help of 

graphs with two different parameters such as Time and Number of files. We have also shown the 

comparison study of both algorithms that shows AES encryption algorithm gives enhanced performance 

than the serpent encryption algorithm [12]. 

This paper gives special features are as follows: 

 It implements symmetric encryption algorithms for secure data access. 

 It designs capable data access control method for big data that will assist inventive dynamic policy 

for altering.  

 It completes dynamic policy change for further safety access of big data via low computation time 

with the cost. 

     The paper is prepared in following sections: In section 3 we have investigated the prior diverse big data 

managing processes in addition a variety of data encryption schemes. In section 4 we have proposed new 

Secure and Policy Update method on big data access in cloud storage. In section 5 we have explained the 

cloud system architecture in detail. In Section 6 we have shown experimental result of purposed two 

different encryption algorithms. We will demonstrate a conclusion and future scope in cloud system in 

section 7. 

[2]. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

As equipments to construct as well as execute big data tasks have in progress to establish plus reproduce 

above the previous pair of years, utilizing every prospective of big data is yet at a comparatively near phase. 

In reality, Big data is phrase is consider to massive data groups, that have large speed , size as well as large 

range plus composite framework among the complexities of organization,  studying, accumulated in 

addition to executing .Because of attribute of the big data it turn into extremely complex to organization,  
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study, storage space, transportation as well as executing the information via the offered established 

methods. Predictable information skills plus schemes are mainly unhurried, costly as well as not proper to 

hold the storage space plus the executing of high rising capacity of information. Individual objection is to 

affect the difficult personality of Big Data or information. Another objection is how to show the modifying 

big imminent for numerous associated individuals depending on their positions? Also, Big Data or 

information players are covering additional objections when protecting Big Data or information, like how 

to protect vast developing number of dataset? How to incorporate protection levels with no influencing the 

presentation of system? How to incorporate privacy strategies into ordinary Big Data stages whereas 

offering fast with rough entrance to information? Investigation populations from dissimilar areas have been 

stressed to expand novel, rapid, and vibrant as well as client responsive skills for Big Data or information. 

Since rising utilize of big data or information plus increasing capacity of big data or information, big data 

or information protection has been measured critical. As there are numerous protection problems regarding 

big data or information. From these issues, data safety as well as retrieval power are acknowledged as the 

mainly significant protection problem. On the other hand, information organizations with arrangement for 

protection are additional complexity than present data or information safety troubles suitable to the volume 

of data or information. Because of this cause, managing charge for each GB has reduced but protection 

asset for big data or information handling has enlarged. Also, retrieval power is additional complex because 

of the massive data size. In this paper, we have focused on secure data access from cloud storage space as 

well as managing the big data on cloud storage server with the help of special encryption algorithm.    

 

[3]. RELATED WORK 

Taeho Jung et.al. has exposed a semi-unidentified gain scheme which is Anony authority that helps to 

consume to classify just not the record parting, as well as the consumer distinctiveness parting in the 

accessible regain authority schemes. Anony authority dissolves the crucial skill to limit the distinctiveness 

departure through realizes partial indistinctness [13]. Furthermore, it also make easy for the text folder 

regain authority to the gain authority, using privileges of all practice on the cloud storage space that able 

to manage in a elegant manner. Therefore, they have exposed the Anony authority F that absolutely ends 

the distinctive flight along with the whole indistinctiveness. In this safety exploration they have shown that 

the pair of the Anony authority and Anony authority F are confined in the ending plus the production 

evaluation expose the chance of the planned schemes. 

Shucheng Yu et.al.  have offered complex difficulty with proving as well as commanding getting special 

strategies that are specially based on the  information distinctiveness, besides allowing the information  

controller to allot essentially of the assessment jobs that disturbed in small information access authority 
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that not able to trust on cloud storage without leaving the elementary informational records [14]. In this 

paper they have achieved target by operating with individually combining schemes of distinctive that is 

based on data coded method with un-coded as well as inactive un-coded. They have also appropriate the 

resources of consumer access gain confidentiality plus consumer unrevealed input responsibility. In 

experimental practice, they have offered that the planned scheme is extremely capable moreover confined 

under the presented safety demonstrations. 

Vipul Goyal et.al. have offered a new cryptography algorithm for the elegant allocating of coded 

information which is known as a input key strategy distinctive that is based on the coded data algorithm 

[15]. In the data encryption algorithm, coded information are tagged along with the special group of 

distinctiveness as well as private input keys that are associated amid the access  association which helps to 

manage coded information that which consumer is accomplished to translate the information in 

uncomplicated layout. They have uttered the suitableness of the offered system framework to giving out 

the evaluation information along with convey coded information. The offered system framework manages 

allotment of secret input keys that comprises Hierarchical distinctiveness that is based on the coded 

information. 

Kan Yang and Xiaohua Jia has offered an  recover control framework for several protection processes as 

well as they have  projected an skilled plus confined various protection recover control framework for the 

cloud storage space [16].  At first they have intended a capable various protection distinctive that are based 

on  data coded  algorithm that not necessitate a global protection plus they have attempt to preserve several 

access framework. Also they have confirmed that the safety in the random oracle demonstration. Lastly 

they have offered a new technique to determine the distinctive re-operate complicatedness in several 

defense distinctiveness that based on the data coded algorithm. Experimental practice shows the exploration 

plus imitation conclusion that shows the numerous defense regain control technique is proficient in adding 

to skilled. 

Dongyoung Koo  et.al. Has offered the cloud record storage space that is based on the data regains process, 

this is a protected ability which helps to figure out an active broadcast in the secure to prospect. Still they 

have been numerous exploration estimated regarding the confined record gain over the coded information 

in the cloud data processes, principally they have focused on representing the inconsiderate safety for the 

record manager in a third human being district. As yet, particular processes necessitate awful charges which 

are focused on the cloud information process provider that might be a most important barrier to achieve 

skilled records regain in cloud information storage space. Mainly they have projected an accomplished 

information improvement technique through the distinctive that is based on the stands data coded algorithm 

[17]. The estimated technique is extremely best for cloud information gain processes between massive full 

of documentation. It recommends successful expressiveness as view regains control among fast 
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investigates with the unforced links of incisive particulars. In the estimated technique, additionally 

guarantee information regain safety with consumer separation during the data improvement scheme. 

Kan Yang, Xiaohua Jia and Kui Ren have revealed a cloud information regain process that allow 

information owner to deal with their information to the cloud information regain moreover they suggest 

the information regain to the consumers. As the cloud information storage server all along the information 

owner is not at all belief district, the insignificant belief cloud information storage servers are not capable 

to rely to require the regain strategy. To appreciate this analysis, predictable techniques usually require the 

information owner to translate the ion in the non-understandable words furthermore convey simple 

understandable input to the permitted consumers. These special techniques, prior, frequently hold difficult 

input association all along huge simplicity on information owner. Also, they have calculated a recover 

control framework for cloud information regain techniques that skilled particle regain control that is based 

on the customized Cipher information strategy distinctiveness the coded data algorithm [18]. Procedure 

that is known as a capable distinctive re-operate observes that help to control with the dynamic change of 

consumers regain privileges in huge intensity technique. In experimental practice they have revealed that 

the estimated regain power technique is possibly confined in the disorganized revelation illustration 

through the accomplished to be correct into execute 

[4]. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this section we have proposed two special symmetric encryption algorithms such as AES and Serpent which helps 

to manage the big data on the cloud storage with safe data access.  Also we have proposed a new method which helps 

to proficient data access control in the dynamic policy update for big data in the cloud storage. In this proposed system 

we have used same input key for the both data encryption and data decryption. Here we have handled two types of 

files as an input such as Text file and image file for encryption and decryption. In the Experimental result we have 

shown the result of both algorithms with the help of graphs with two different parameters such as Time and Number 

of files. Time parameter is used to measure the time required to upload the file. And Number of files parameter is 

used to measure how many numbers of files is given as an input. We have also shown the comparative analysis of 

both algorithms that shows AES encryption algorithm gives improved performance than the serpent encryption 

algorithm.                

 

4.1 Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithm: 

 It is a Symmetric key encryption algorithm. In this algorithm, it uses 128-bit of data which is 16 

bytes for encryption and decryption of text file as well as images. This algorithm is faster and 

stronger than the other symmetric algorithms. 

 

4.2   Serpent Algorithm: 
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 It is a symmetric encryption algorithm which is also called as a block cipher. It uses a block range 

of 128 bits plus key lengths is 128, 192, or else 256 bits, This algorithm is  slower in encryption 

and decryption but it has supplementary protected aim than further block cipher encryption 

algorithm. 

[5]. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

Fig. 1 System Architecture 

 

The proposed system has following special units to manage big data on the cloud storage as well as secure 

access is as followed: 

5.1 Authentication:  

In this authentication unit every user’s authentication is independent as well as it is responsible for 

managing the special characteristics of users with attribute based encryption of the big data or information. 

It generates a pair of secret public input key for all characteristic in its region, plus generates a secret input 

key for each user that is depend on his or her special characteristics. We have employed Attribute Based 

Encryption algorithm for user authentication. This authentication is done on user login with policy of the 

admin is also get checked. Here user inputs are a Text files or images for accessing the data from the server. 

The individual update Policy methods of the admin are also ensured.  

 

5.2 Server:  

 This server unit is employed to collect the big data for data owners all along, also it recommend data access 

method to special users on the cloud storage. This unit is responsible for altering encrypted information 

from the earlier access policies to the newest access policies. This server unit is specially employed to 
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upload plus download text files or image files from the cloud storage. Thus, at any time if a user wants to 

upload all essential text files or image file she or he necessitates encrypted input key. This data encrypted 

key is established using input key formation method. So that User will able to access text files or image files 

from cloud storage server after his or her authentication.  

 

5.3 Admin:  

Admin unit helps information owner to identifies access policies data plus encrypted information with all 

special policies earlier to the massing them in the cloud storage. It also appeals to the server unit to modify 

access policies of the encrypted information that is stored in the cloud storage. Then they validate that the 

server unit has altered the access policies accurately or not. Owner also necessitates login for important 

access policies and handling them. For encrypting the information that is stored in the cloud server owner 

necessitates to obtain permission from the server unit.  

 

5.4 User:  

In user unit each and every user is located via global user individuality in addition it can kindly gain the 

encrypted text files or image files from the server unit. This encrypted text files or image files are not 

understandable to the user, thus user necessitates translating this encrypted text files or image files into 

understandable text files or image files. The user can translate the encrypted text files or image files, 

basically when its features guarantee that the information access policy recognized in the encrypted text 

files or image files. If the policy of user is updated then also user can access the text files or image files. 

 

[6]. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

In this section we have done experimentation on two different symmetric encryption algorithms that is AES 

and SERPENT. For the experimentation we have consider two different parameters such as time as cost. 

Here time parameter helps to measure time required to upload files and Number of files parameter is used 

to define how many numbers of files is given as an input.  We have also shown the comparative analysis 

of both algorithms with the help of graphs that shows AES encryption algorithm gives better performance 

than the serpent encryption algorithm.  
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Fig. 2 Result of AES with two Parameters 

Table.1 AES Algorithm  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Result of SERPENT with two Parameters 

 

 

Table. 2 SERPENT Algorithm 
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Fig. 4 Comparative Analysis of AES and SERPENT Algorithm 

 

[7]. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we have implemented two different algorithms called as AES and Serpent symmetric 

encryption algorithms to have secure access as well as to manage the big data on the cloud system. New 

policies update method that assists to capable data access control in the active policy update for big data in 

the cloud computing. Same input key for the both encryption and data decryption. Here we have handled 

two types of files as an input such as Text file and image for encryption and decryption. In the Experimental 

result we have shown the result of both algorithms with the help of graphs with two different parameters 

such as Time and number of files. We have also shown the comparative analysis of both algorithms that 

shows AES encryption algorithm gives improved performance than the serpent encryption algorithm.  

Future work can be done on the different types on database such as numerical dynamic data as well as this 

proposed policy changing techniques can be apply to additional attribute based encryption systems. 
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